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About This Game

Side scrolling beat em up action from the creator of Bad ass babes

When notorious crime lord Sanchez escapes from prison and controls all the inmates to over run the town the city is in chaos!
The citizens are in need of saving and its up to you!

Rick: an ex military soldier who must free his kidnapped sister Janet from Sanchez and his goons.

Sheriff: The local law enforcement is over run and its virtually up to you to restore law and order

Shane: an escaped criminal who doesn't want to follow Sanchez's orders. He disguises himself as a good guy to over throw
Sanchez and take over the gang

Game features:

3 player local coop play
Digitized sprites (like the glory days of Mortal Kombat)

Old school side scrolling beat em up action!
randomised enemies and items ! (each playthrough will be slightly different!)

hard hitting combos and juggling enemies for simple yet intricate combat
various special moves available to master
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various weapons to use against the enemy
Environmental objects to throw and use as makeshift weapons and traps

first person on rails shooting levels
Bonus modes to play upon completing story!

Dojo mode to learn about various moves and practice your skills
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I\u2019m not even exaggerating when I say this is one of the best Beat \u2018em Ups on Steam. A lot of games in the genre fail
to replicate what made them so good to begin with. Streets of Rage is still up there as one of the best in the genre and somehow
developers (especially indie developers) can never manage to understand what made SoR so fun and satisfying to play.

Urban Lockdown understands what makes a good Beat 'em Up. I won\u2019t say too much because I don\u2019t want to spoil
the tiny details and surprises you'll discover just by playing the game. One of my favorite things about this game is there are
some pretty brutal death animations akin to a Mortal Kombat fatality and it\u2019s always exciting when you discover a new
one.

On top of it just being a solid Beat 'em up, its got special attacks that you input similar to Street Fighter, this drains your energy
bar and they look cool in the process. There's also some juggling that feels natural and isn't exploitable, it feels more rewarding
to keep someone up in the air. The AI also does a good job of snatching items and health from you, enemies with guns will
stand back and shoot you from afar and will avoid getting close to you. It's the little details that makes it feel like a well
developed game. The backrounds and characters look good too, the sprite animations look way better when playing the game,
the video on the store page doesn\u2019t really do it justice. Urban Lockdown is probably one of the most underrated Beat 'em
Ups on Steam. I hope Thatcher Productions keep making Beat 'Em Ups because they clearly know what they're doing.

Pros:
+ All of the characters have unique movesets and are fun to use
+ Multiple game modes
+ Gory death animations
+ Nicely detailed sprites
+ Level variety
+ Weapons are fun to use
+ Co-op (upto 3 players)
+ Environmental weapons and hazards that can help or hinder you
+ Special attacks similar to Mortal Kombat or Street Fighter
+ Juggling is fun and not sticky, OP or gimmicky

Cons:
- Music is pretty generic
- The Shoot \u2018em Up mini games are okay but kinda frustrating, they do offer up some variety though

TL;DR if you like Streets of Rage you\u2019ll love this.. After playing Bad\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665babes, I was
waiting for another game to scratch that beat-em-up itch. Then I found the game urban lockdown and the film it was based on,
as well as the original version of the game. Not bad for an indie film with pretty much nothing for a budget, which I watched
before playing the game which I also enjoyed. There are a couple of neat little things the dev implemented using the BOR
engine which I didn't think possible, one of them being the gory zoom-in X-ray mortal kombat fatality-styled finishers that one
other reviewer mentioned. Has a surprising amount of polish and playability I wouldn't have expected from the game just giving
it a glance on it's own, and to be fair I went in with no expectations. That's all I have to say. Just a neat little (more well-polished
version of the original) game based on a pretty good indie action film to boot.. There needs to be more games like this.. There
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Game has been updated:
Have added a few tweaks to game.

- added extra blood effects for shotgun and machine gun attacks and deaths
- extra effects for explosions (ground damage and scorching
- tweaked AI for Sanchez support goons in Prequel mode.
- fixed a sudden glitch with Janets palette (never occurred before or reported)
- new on fire animation and smoke trail effect

If there is any suggestions or issues to report please let me know as I am a active developer who likes to improve game wherever
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I can.

Also check out my Patreon. Its where you will find special updates on BAB sequel, behind the scenes dev vids and much much
more.

https://www.patreon.com/thatcherproductions. If you enjoy the game please leave a review !:
If you are one of the few to have purchased the game please leave a review.

Reviews help steam algorithms and for other people to stumble across this game.

It's a real hidden gem at the moment and we would love to see more people aware and supporting the game.

If you are uncertain about purchasing game there is a free demo available here:

https://gamejolt.com/games/urbanlockdown/27900. Game has been updated:
Have added a few tweaks to game.

- added extra blood effects for shotgun and machine gun attacks and deaths
- extra effects for explosions (ground damage and scorching
- tweaked AI for Sanchez support goons in Prequel mode.
- fixed a sudden glitch with Janets palette (never occurred before or reported)
- new on fire animation and smoke trail effect

If there is any suggestions or issues to report please let me know as I am a active developer who likes to improve game wherever
I can.

Also check out my Patreon. Its where you will find special updates on BAB sequel, behind the scenes dev vids and much much
more.

https://www.patreon.com/thatcherproductions. Game updated again:
sorry for another update so quickly but decided to add some more features and tweaks for you all.

- there is a new armoured swat enemy in Prequel mode.
- additional gore effects for when using axe.
- tweaks to Sanchez in prequel mode
- mild tweaks to explosions and effects

Besides game engine updates I think that is all the updates for this game, unless you the fans have any feedback for proposed
changes or tweaks.

Thank you to everyone who has played and purchased game.

PLEASE LEAVE A GAME REVIEW !!!!

. Game is released:
Welcome !

This game is very dear to my heart as it is based upon a cheesy zero budget action film I made with my friends. To see the film
find a niche audience and now a commercial video game years later is mind boggling.

The film is available here

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jd9t6XfI_HA
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I hope you enjoy this game and look foreword to seeing your screenshots, videos and reviews.

I am an active developer so expect to see some updates and additions in near future.

If you enjoy this game and are hungry for more from Thatcher Productions then also check out my homage to B grade Scholcky
Grindhouse films

https://store.steampowered.com/app/529000/Bad_ass_babes

P.S dont forget to read the how to play available on main menu as well as visit the Dojo to learn more intricacies of combat and
gameplay.
 Options mode contains some graphical filter options as well as ability to configure controls or even configure a gamepad.

. Competition time!:
We want to see your best screenshots from the game !

Any screenshots taken between now and 29/09/2018 will go into the running to win a prize pack.

1st prize:

5 steam keys of Urban Lockdown to give to friends.

Your screenshot and user name shared on Steam and Facebook pages declaring you as winner.

You get the ability to feature in game as a civilian! (will contact you with how to provide necessary footage)

What an opportunity to be immortalised in a video game !

Lets do this !
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